The Permanent Mission of Japan has informed the secretariat that as a result of consultations with contracting parties the following changes have been agreed upon in the draft consolidated schedule circulated with document L/4684.

La Mission permanente du Japon a informé le secrétariat qu'à la suite de consultations avec des parties contractantes, il a été convenu d'apporter les changements ci-après au projet de liste codifiée qui a été distribué sous la cote L/4684.
Add the following below "In airtight containers" in item ex 20.02, sixth line:

"Note: The goods, above mentioned, when used at a bonded manufacturing warehouse for the manufacture of canned fish or shellfish for export, and re-exported shall be exempted from customs duty in accordance with the provisions of the Customs Law No. 61, 1954."

Delete "Sprits" in item ex 22.09, seventh line and substitute "Spirits".

Delete "staranise" in item 33.01, tenth line and substitute "star-anise".

Delete "derives" in item 35.03, fourth line and substitute "derived".

Delete "tack" in item 37.07, twelfth line and substitute "track".

Delete "ployvinyl" in item 39.02, fourth line and substitute "polyvinyl".

Delete "G(67)" in item 40.02, tenth line and substitute "III(67)".

Delete "G(67)" in the same item, eighteenth line and substitute "III(67), G(67)".

Delete "plantinum" in item 61.11, fifteenth line and substitute "platinum".

Delete "Unworought" in item 74.01, fifth line and substitute "Unwrought".
Delete "Cotaining" in item 78.01, fifth line and substitute "Containing".

Delete "turning dressing" in item 82.05, sixth line and substitute "turning, dressing".

Delete "Incorporating" in item 83.01, third and fourth line and substitute "incorporating".

Delete "per an hour" in item ex 84.01, ninth line and substitute "per hour".

Delete "industries;" in item 84.30, fourth line and substitute "industries:"

Delete "warping" in item 84.37, sixth line and substitute "warping".

Delete "G(67)" in item ex 84.45, fourteenth line and substitute "III(67)".

Delete "III(67)" in item ex 84.45, twentieth, twenty-fifth, twenty-ninth and thirtieth line and substitute "III(67), G(67)".

Delete "Boring machines other than jig boring machines (excluding those of vertical type)" in item ex 84.45, twenty-first to twenty-fourth line and substitute "Boring machines (excluding jig boring machines other than those of vertical type)".

Delete "G(67)" in item ex 84.45, nineteenth line and substitute "III(67), G(67)".
Page 227

Delete "borging" in item ex 84.45, sixteenth line and substitute "forging".

Page 229

Delete "postagefranking" in item ex 84.52, second and third line and substitute "postage-franking".

Page 230

Delete "Central" in item ex 84.53, twenty-second line and substitute "Central".

Page 260

Delete "elephant's" in item 91.02, ninth line and substitute "elephants'".

Page 265

Delete "recordplayer" in item 92.11, eleventh line and substitute "record-players".

Page 270

Delete "or" in item 96.05, second line and substitute "or".

Page 271

Delete "requitites" in item 97.06, seventh line and substitute "requisites".

Page 276

Delete "Lighter" in item 98.10, ninth line and substitute "Lighters".

Page 278

Delete "These rectifications" in Note, first line and substitute "This Schedule".